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1. Introduction

As medical data has increased in volume the physician has had difficulty in
using the data effectively. One explanation seems to be that the large volume of
data makes it a formidable task for the physician to remember the interrelation-
ships among signs, symptoms, and laboratory tests for a wide variety of diseases.
Thus, it seems that studies need to be undertaken which will attempt to analyze
and synthesize medical data in order to permit a reorganization of the data in
a more meaningful, more manageable, and more useful form. The logical anal-
ysis procedures which I wish to discuss are presented with this objective in mind.
Some of the procedures were developed quite a few years ago and have recently
been reinvestigated with renewed interest because of the availability of com-
puters. In this paper I have attempted to summarize and to place in new per-
spective some studies which I hope will stimulate further research on techniques
that will make medical data more manageable for the physician in his efforts
to maintain health and treat disease in his patients.

Research projects on logical analysis in medical diagnosis seem to be grouped
in two main areas neither of which has a very distinct boundary. One area of
research might be called studies on the diagnostic process and a second area
has been referred to frequently as computer aided medical diagnosis. These two
areas of research are complementary if research on the diagnostic process is
defined as an effort to understand and to predict what the human diagnostician
can accomplish, and if computer diagnosis studies are defined as attempts to
construct mathematical or statistical models of medical diagnosis which will
perform the most accurate job possible. The discovery of functional relationships
between signs, symptoms, and diagnoses in a computer diagnosis study may
give clues to better methods in human diagnosis. Similarly, greater understand-
ing of human judgment processes involved in diagnosis may enable the inves-
tigator to produce these processes more exactly on a computer. An interesting
group of papers which discusses the diagnostic process will be found in the pro-
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ceedings of a Coniference on the Diagnostic Process [37] and in a series of articles
by Engle [38].

2. Studies on the diagnostic process

The clinician in his role as a decision maker has becomi-e a subject for study
by physicians who are interested in improving medical school teaching methods
and by psychologists concernied with problem solvinig and judgmcnt [39], [40].
The interest in the decision maker in his role as a medical teacher was expressed
recently by Adams [41] at a Conferenice on the Diagnostic Process when he
noted that "the (luestions the teachers asked the students may represent the
kinds of questions that he asks himself w-hen he solves l)roblems alone. This, in
fact, may be a possible way into the problemi solving process of the teacher.
We will have to come to grips with the (luestion of what goes on in the teacher's
mind. One of the big (luestiolis of the symposium seems to be 'What can we
learn about the processes that actually take place in the minid of the person
solving problems of medical diagnosis through the study of computer processes
or by other means?' "

The problem of how the cliniciani processes informiiationl is clearly within the
domain of psychological studies that are concernied with problem solving and
judgment. Kleinimuntz [42] refers to a number of recent reports in which
researchers have proposed that the cliniciani rather than the clinical data be
considered as an instrumenit to be analyzed. Most of these researchers were con-
cerned with the clinical interpretation of various types of psychological tests
aind the material is of interest to us because somc of the same techniques are
being used in studyinig medical decision makinig processes.
A particular ap)roach which uses inform--ationi processi ng coml)uter languages

to simulate the clinical decision making l)processes has been selected for further
discussion. This informiiationi processing apl)roach is one way of looking at psy-
chological activity and the use of informationi processing computer languages
encourages the investigator to specify precisely aiid explicitly the systems of
cogniitive structures he induces from the behavior he observes [43]. Further-
more, this type of study deals with processes and funcetions and it is concerned
with the fine structure of behavior.
The concept of simulating human behavior witlh a coml)uter program may be

unfamiliar to some readers. Newell and Simon [44] have provided considerable
evidence that anl electronic conmputer can carry out coml)lex patterns of processes
that parallel closely the processes observable in humans who are thinking. These
investigators collect data from subjects wlho are asked to "think aloud" during
problem solving sessions. The subjects' commenits are tape recorded and they
then try to write computer programs that will simulate the behaviors observed
in their data. They view a program capable of simulatinig behavior as a theory
of the system of psychological processes anid structures underlying the behavior.
Such theories are held to have a status coml)arable to those framed in words
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or inl matlhemliatical symbols anid to be subject to the same theory of ade(luacy
[43]. The significance of adopting this approach to the study of clinical decision
making is that it forces us to specify with complete rigor the processes which
are involved.

Kleiinuii-itz has combinued heuristic an(d iiiforiiiatioll processing laliguage ap-

proaches with the "tlink aloud" technliqutie previously described to investigate
MMPI (Minnesota Multipliasic Personality Inventory) profile interpretationi
[42] and clinical decision making processes of nieurologists [45]. At this pOint
it will be helpful to note the distinction between three types of problem solving
computer l)rograms, namiiely, algorithmic simulatinig and heuristic [42]. An
algorithmic solutioin to the medical diagnosis problem would consist of putting
all information on symptoms, signs, and so forth in the computer and instructing
the computer to combine these variables in every possible manner and to stop
when it has reached a certain decision or diagnosis. This is a task of considerable
magnitude even for the fastest computer and "computer diagnosis" for certain
limited areas such as conigenital heart disease wvorks as well as it does because
logical groupinig of signls and symptoms has elimiinated impossible combinations
which the computer otherwise would be forced to process. This point is considere(d
in greater detail in the discussion of computer aided diagnosis.

Direct simulation of the clinical decision making process would conisist of a
computer program that followed closely all of the coInsisteIIcies, inconsistencies,
and errors that the cliniciani would verbalize during the time he was makinig a
diagnosis. The heuristic apl)roach attempts to construct a program with the best
possible combinationi of decision rules in order to maximize the success rate of
the diagnostic process. This combination may include interpretive rules of thumb
and procedural tricks of the trade which are used by aii expert diagnostician.
The simulation approach although a larger task than the heuristic programming
seems more likely to lead to a hyl)othesis of patter'n analytic behavior of the
clinical decisioii maiker.
To illustrate how the "thiinik aloud" aiid informationi processing computer

programs are used in the study of medical diagnosis, I have selected aii example
from the work of KleiIImuiitz [45] oiI clinical decisioin makinlg in ieturology. The
technique used is a diagnostic game played somewhat ill the form of "T'wNeinty
Questions" with oIIe player, called the experimenter, thinikinig of a disease and
a second player, called the subject, trying to diagiiose the disease the first exper-
imenter has in minid. 'lhe experimenter must be an expert neurologist if the
game is to be meaninigftul because in the various roles he may assume he must
be able to recognize the approp)riatelness and validity of the questions which the
subject asks him in tryinig to make a diagnosis. The subject's questions arid the
experimenter's answi-ers are tape recorded for further analysis and for use in
developing a computer program. An end product of the diagnostic game may
be pictured as a tree structure which represents the search strategy which the
subject used in arrivinig at the diagnosis.

For a particular diagnostic game a decision tree strueture might result as
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The process of diagnostic decision making may be visualized as a
tree structure which represents the search strategy of a diagnostician.

The circles represent nodes at which the physician may give a differential
diagnosis or he may elect to proceed by asking for more information.

The plus or minus branches represent the presence or absence
of the preceding sympton, for example, S(56).
(Personal communication from B. Kleinmuntz.)
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shown in figure 1. The experimenter asserts he has a disease in mind (shown as
D(1)) and the subject asks whether a certain symptom S(5) is present. He
receives a negative reply. Then the subject asks whether symptom S(10) is
present and again receives a negative reply. Based on information he has so
far he asks whether symptom S(56) is present and affirmative replies lead him
to ask about S(81) and S(112). He then asks for evidence in terms of laboratory
tests T(3) and T(15). The experimenter replies that T(3) results are negative
and T(15) yields positive results. On the basis of the cumulative information
the subject suggests diagnosis D(1), the correct diagnosis, and the game is con-
cluded. If D(1) had been incorrect the game would have continued. The circles
in the tree represent decision nodes and the number of nodes which designate
decision levels plus the number of tree branches may be considered as a rather
crude model of the fine structure of the decision process.
The number of branches in a particular decision tree seems to be a function

of the experience and ingenuity of the diagnostician. For the same diagnostic
problem one diagnostician may use a decision tree with four branches whereas
another diagnostician may use forty. By varying the amount of initial informa-
tion supplied to the subject and, by controlling the kinds and amount of in-
formation available during the game it should be possible to make a systematic
study of diagnostic decision trees and thereby to determine optimum decision
tree structure and to evaluate the effects of various signs, symptoms, and so
forth on diagnostic accuracy. The use of one type of diagnostic decision tree
has been described for a programmed computer system to be used in teaching
medical diagnosis. The decision tree developed by Swets and Feurzeig [46]
illustrates the manner in which a student can be led through a differential diag-
nosis to a diagnosis which in the example was pneumococcal pneumonia.

If one attempts to improve upon the expert's diagnostic performance it will
probably be necessary to combine various techniques developed from studies
of computer diagnosis and diagnostic judgment. On this point Kleinmuntz [42]
says with regard to MMPI profile analysis, "In an effort to improve upon the
experts Q-sort performance and to sharpen the existing decision rules, the method
used had a strong algorithmic flavor. The method consisted mainly of statistical
searching and shuttling back and forth between intuitive hunches about com-
binations of various scales and their effect on the hit per cents. Also a pattern
analytic approach to the decision rules themselves was used by writing the
programmed instructions in such a way so that MMPI rules, i.e., rules that
rarely misclassified a profile, received greater weight than weak rules. Finally,
the completed set of MMPI rules included the original test interpreter's in-
formation, a number of intraprofile slope characteristics that the expert failed
to observe and an optimal ordering of the various decision rules to yield the
highest possible hit per cent. The revised rules did considerably better than the
Z-sorter and achieved valid positive and valid negative rates of 91 and 84 per
cents, respectively."

It will be admitted that clinical decision making may be a more complex
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process than personality test interpretation but the studies already accomplished
can serve as a basis for further work on diagnosis decision making. Many
intriguing questions remain to be investigated. For instance, are there diagnostic
problem solving behaviors which are common to the various clinical areas and
which underlie decision making in most or all of the clinical specialties?
The investigator who has started research on the use of logical analysis in

medical diagnosis must sooner or later consider how his data are influenced by
observer variation and the accuracy of diagnostic procedures. This statement
applies whether the original information on incidence of signs and symptoms
comes from "personal" probability estimates, textbooks, or medical records.
Several hundred articles [47] have been published on the subject of observer
variation. Although many investigators already are familiar with some of the
work in this field a short discussion of the topic will be presented to act as a
bridge between the subjects of studies on the diagnostic process and computer
aided medical diagnosis.

3. Observer variation

Suppose that a physician has a group of 100 patients from whom he has
collected an extensive amount of information on signs, symptoms, laboratory
data, and so forth, and after a study of this information he reaches a judgment
on each patient concerning whether the patient is ill or not-ill. We allow the
physician only one of two possible choices for each patient. Now suppose we
present this same group of patients to an additional nine physicians of equal
competence. There will be some difference of opinion among the ten physicians
concerning the number of ill and not-ill patients in the group. We suppose also
that a proven diagnosis is available on each patient.
The judgments of the ten physicians can be divided into the four categories

true positive (patient truly ill), true negative (patient truly not-ill), false positive
(not-ill patient judged to be ill) and false negative (ill patient judged to be
not-ill). The patients who are found to be in the false negative (type I error)
and false positive (type II error) categories represent variation in physician
judgment and this group therefore requires further study to determine the pos-
sible sources of variation [48].

It is important for the physician to understand that the demarcation line
between the ill and not-ill population will vary depending on the criteria (signs
and symptoms) he uses to make his decision. No matter what signs, symptoms
or tests he uses to define an ill patient he will find these same signs and symptoms
occurring in some not-ill patients. Part of the uncertainty in diagnosis results
from this overlap of the populations of truly ill patients and truly not-ill patients
[49]. Collen, Rubin, Neyman, Dantzig, Baer, and Siegelaub [23] have shown
how this uncertainty is treated in the screening procedure for asthma by making
use of the likelihood ratio.
When signs and symptoms are chosen to define an ill patient the physician
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has established two things. First, he has set a demarcation line between ill and
not-ill populations. Second, he has established a ratio of false negative to false
positive cases. This is illustrated in figures 2 and 3 in which a population has
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A population has been divided into two groups,
"ill" and "not-ill" on the basis of arbitrary criteria for "ill."
The plot is 'made on logarithmic probability paper [17].

been divided into two subpopulations (ill and not-ill) on the b'asis of a'set of
criteria chosen (in this case arbitrarily) to define "ill."

Frieden, Shapiro, and Feinstein [50] ha've given an interesting e'xa'mple to
illustrate these points. In their study of radiologic evaluation of heart size in
rheumatic heart disease they initially considered significant indentation on'the
anterior wall of the esophagus to be adequate evidence of left atrial en'la'rgement.
The authors then noted: "It is apparent from the large number of false'pos-

itive readings in normal hearts that this criterion is overly sensitive.
"It is our impression that the posterior wall of the esophagus as' well as the

anterior wall should be significantly indented before the left atrial e'nlar'ge'ment
is diagnosed. By using this criterion in the re-evaluation of our films, the in-
cidence of false positive readings in normal patients could be reduced from
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Upper right graph: the population distribution from figure 2
is replotted to show that the curves are lognormal.

Lower left graph: the reciprocal false positive-false negative relationship
for the population is very near a hyperbola and is a good fit

for the experimental data curve in figure 4 [17].

approximately 10% to almost none, and, in addition, the disagreements in left
atrial interpretation of patients with rheumatic heart disease could be dramat-
ically reduced.

"It is possible that the use of these rigorous criteria for determining left
atrial enlargement may diminish the accuracy of interpretation in patients with
rheumatic heart disease resulting in the underreading of some cases of left atrial
enlargement. However, we feel that there is less harm to be done in under-
reading than in overreading, since the latter interpretation may result in need-
less restriction of activity with impairment of the emotional and psychological
development of the patient."

Here is the crux of the problem. False negatives and false positives are errors
which should be recognized as a "cost" to a system and it is important to find
a combination of false positives and false negatives which represent a minimum
total cost. The "cost" may actually represent dollars in the case of false positives
where follow up studies are required. The "cost" of the false negative case to
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the individual and to society is perhaps harder to evaluate and requires further
study.
Numerous experimental studies [51] on the accuracy of cytological diagnosis

of Papanicolaou smears and on the interpretation of chest roentgenograms have
shown that a reciprocal relationship exists between the number of false negatives
and the number of false positives. This inverse relationship which is dem-
onstrated in figure 4 for the reading of chest X-rays [52] shows that as the
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FIGURE 4

Graph showing the reciprocal relationship between the percentage
of false positive and false negative readings obtained

from studies on the accuracy of chest film interpretation.
Miller's study on the interpretation of the radiation effect

on thyroid gland and other studies on the accuracy of diagnosis
of Papanicolaou smears have shown a similar reciprocal relationship.
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number of false negatives decreases the number of false positives increases. As
the criteria (signs and symptoms) are made more stringent for diagnosing the
ill patients, the number of false negatives will decrease but at the expense of
increasing the false positives.
From considerations of statistical decision theory it can be shown that a

family of error probability curves may be developed which are similar in shape
to the curve shown in figure 4. Within this family each curve represents the
results obtained with a particular set of diagnostic criteria. One curve will rep-
resent a lower, left boundary and along this curve there is no simple and categor-
ical basis for choosing the "better" of two points of operation [18] (equivalent
to choosing a "better" set of diagnostic criteria) since each of the two points is
better with respect to one of its error probabilities (that is, better with respect
to either the false negatives or the false positives). Thus, the physician is given
simultaneously both the problem of setting his diagnostic criteria to obtain the
diagnostic accuracy he desires and the opportunity to gain further insight into
the diagnostic process. It should be possible in future studies of computer aided
diagnoses to evaluate the relative contribution of various types of errors which
now are lumped together under the heading of observer variation. In a study
of congenital heart disease diagnosis, Toronto, Veasy, and Warner [53] were
able to demonstrate that participating clinicians made two types of errors:
namely, errors in symptom recognition and errors in logic (coming to a wrong
conclusion from valid available data), and that the two types of errors could
be investigated separately. The physician working on computer aided diagnosis
needs to have some appreciation of how observer bias effects his original prob-
ability estimates and his subsequent observations on signs and symptoms. As
Grosz and Grossman [54] have pointed out there is a much greater degree of
observer variation in clinical judgment when data are subjective and ambiguous
than when the data are objective and factual.

It might be argued that physicians are usually not required to make judg-
ments in terms of categorical alternatives such as ill and not-ill and that the
preceding discussion of false positives and false negatives is not very pertinent.
To a certain extent this may be true but it does seem that carefully controlled
experiments in terms of a limited number of alternatives (diagnoses) may lead
to the use of new mathematical procedures which would help to relate qualitative
and quantitative criteria to medical diagnosis. One of the interesting studies to
appear recently was concerned with the consistency of physician judgment in
ranking patients with myocardial infarction on the basis of prognosis. In this
project King and Manegold [55] presented twenty cardiologists with twenty
case histories and asked each physician to make a judgment on the continuous
dimension, that is, favorability of prognosis. Thus, they avoided the criticism
of testing categorical alternatives.
Two of the conclusions from this study are worth particular attention. The

first is that apparently the time taken to make the prognostic judgments did
not influence their consistency. The implications of this finding are not clear
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and similar studies should be made in other areas of medicine. It is interesting
to note, however, that in the studies where categorical alternatives were presented
(ill and not-ill in the cytological screening procedure and chest X-ray screening
procedure) the amount of time spent on the decision was related to the judg-
ments which were made [51]. These results suggest that in the screening proce-
dures the observers were using a search pattern recognition process and that
the cardiologists in making prognostic judgments about myocardial infarction
cases were using "some other" process. A second conclusion of King and Mane-
gold is that cardiologists are able to make extremely consistent prognostic judg-
ments in a disease of their specialty. Although this finding is reassuring it raises
questions about further investigations which might help to reveal the logical
processes used by the clinicians in reaching a decision. These processes are
usually not apparent to the clinician himself and as a result the study of the
physician and how he uses diagnostic decision trees has been undertaken as I
pointed out earlier in this article.
To conclude the discussion on observer variation, two points can be made

which emphasize the contribution that observer variation studies can make to
analysis and synthesis of medical data. First, the studies can help to indicate
which signs, symptoms, and laboratory tests are really most useful in terms of
repeatability and validity [49] for making a diagnosis. The real benefit, how-
ever, can come from studies which show the effect of different diagnostic criteria
on the number of false negatives and false positive diagnoses. The work cited
earlier of Frieden, Shapiro, and Feinstein [50] on the radiologic evaluation of
heart size in rheumatic heart disease is an example of such a study. Signs and
symptoms that seem to have great diagnostic importance may not be as impor-
tant as we think and we need not continue to carry the symptoms which are
low in diagnostic value. The second thing that observer variation studies can
do is to help us to formulate odds concerning how sure we are about a sign or
symptom with respect to a diagnosis. How these odds may be used in Bayesian
inference will be discussed in section 5.

4. Computer aided diagnosis

Medical diagnosis as a logical process by which the physician follows a chain
of events from cause to effect and, thereby, reaches a decision has stimulated
the interest of investigators for a long time. For many areas of medicine and
perhaps well over half, the chain of events is short and causal relationships are
obvious enough so that mathematical models of diagnosis and computer tech-
niques will never be needed. However, computer diagnosis studies already have
demonstrated the statistical significance of various clinical findings for several
areas of diagnosis. For these areas diagnosis has become less cumbersome be-
cause the most important diagnostic signs have been separated from signs of
less importance. At present the entire diagnostic process cannot be described
in terms of a computer program but some parts of the process can be expressed
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in terms of mathematical models. Some of these models will be discussed in the
material which follows and the first part of the references will give the reader
an impression about the mathematical models which have been applied to a
group of medical specialties.

5. Bayes' theorem and conditional probability

The eminent English physician, Sir George W. Pickering [56] wrote recently,
"Diagnosis is a matter of probability, as those of us who follow the fate of our
patients to post-mortem room know only too well. Prognosis is a matter of
probability, and in judging treatment we have to base our judgment on knowl-
edge of probabilities." Only in the past five years have studies in a number of
medical specialties indicated the usefulness of conditional probability models to
diagnosis.

Conditional probabilities are the probabilistic expression of learning from
experience and a particular form of conditional probability known as Bayes'
theorem is a useful mathematical device that combines evidence from data with
prior information. Bayes' theorem [57], [58] has been used extensively in exper-
imental studies of medical diagnosis with favorable results but its application
to diagnosis has been disputed on the grounds that conditions under which the
theorem is meaningful are rarely met and that sources of the probabilities often
are vague. On the other hand Bayes' theorem is universally accepted as math-
ematically correct. Some of the problems which arise in the application of Bayes'
theorem will be discussed later. An excellent general discussion of the use of
Bayes' theorem in medical diagnosis has been given by Cornfield [59], [60].
Edwards, Lindman, and Savage [61] have published an interesting report on
the use of Bayesian statistical inference in experimental psychology. These
articles and the work by Mosteller and Wallace [62], [63] on a problem of
disputed authorship of twelve Federalist papers using Bayesian analysis will be
helpful to the investigator who is interested in the use of Bayes' theorem in
diagnosis.

Bayes' theorem applied to diagnosis may be written

(5.1) P{DIS} P{D}JP{SID}
FI P{Dj}P{SDjJih

This expresses the conditional probability of disease D, given symptom com-
plex S as a function of the unconditional probability of disease D and the condi-
tional probability of symptom complex S, given disease D.
An expandable form of Bayes' theorem which has been used by Warner,

Toronto, and Veasy [2] for the diagnosis of congenital heart disease is
M

(5.2) Ajs= (p..)ai(l -pj)i(EX,j)c,
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and

(5.3) P{DIS} Ajs

j=1

where l'ij is a matrix of dimensions M by N where i identifies a symptom and
j a disease, Pij is the probability of a patient with the jth disease having the
ith symptom, Pij is the a priori incidence of the jth disease in the population of
patients having one of the diseases to be considered. The term EX is used to
handle mutually exclusive symptoms and S is any particular array of M digits
each of which is either 1, 0, or - 1 and labeled Si.
Bruce [8], Lodwick, Haun, Smith, Keller, and Rtobertson [15], and Overall

and Williams [11] have used similar computational forms of Bayes' theorem
in the diagnosis of acquired heart disease, bone tumors, and thyroid disease.
All of these models assume that the symptoms are independeiit of one another
within a given disease and that the diseases are mutually exclusive. Independ-
ence of symptoms can be tested by chi square analysis if sufficient data are
available on the coincidence of symptoms in each disease.
The condition of symptom independeniee has not always beeni met and yet

the Bayesian analysis has worked quite well. This seems to bear out Cornfield's
statement [59], "there is no assumption . . . that the components of the multi-
dimensional event are independent. We stress this obvious point only because
there seems to be a widespread misconception in the medical literature that the
application of Bayes' theorem to the diagnosis problem requires the assumption
of independence of the various symptoms."
The assumption that diseases are mutually exclusive has been handled by

Warner by noting that if a patient is found to have more than one disease, the
new combination of diseases is considered as a new single disease entity. This
point needs further study.

However, the most controversial issue concerns the assignmenlt of the un-
conditional or prior probabilities and on this poinit a distinction between fre-
quency and nonfrequency interpretation of probability must be carefully
considered. Probability may be considered a "degree of belief" or as relative
frequency and the two interpretations are both used in the application of Bayes'
theorem to medical diagnosis. As Mosteller [63] has pointed out the degree of
belief interpretation is more widely applicable, but specifying the probabilities
is often difficult in the absence of conditions of symmetry or long run relative
frequencies. When the two interpretations are simultaneously applicable, the
same numerical values would normally be assigned in each interpretation.
The prior probability P{D} may be constructed from a variety of sources

such as medical textbook, patient medical records, or a subjective probability
[61] from the judgment of an experienced clinician. Since the sources and prior
distributions of such data are not well documented the correctness of P"D}
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may be questioned. Of course the best available data or estimates should be
used to determine conditional probabilities and prior probabilities and when this
has been done the investigator may derive some satisfaction from a methodolog-
ical conclusion of Mosteller and Wallace [62], "prior distributions are not of
major importance. While choice of underlying constants (choice of prior dis-
tributions) matters, it doesn't matter very much, once one is in the neigh-
borhood of a distribution suggested by a fair body of data. We conclude from
this that the emphasis on the difficulty, even impossibility of choosing prior
distributions as a criticism of the use of Bayes' theorem is not well placed."

Various techniques have been used by investigators to obtain data for P{D}
and P{SID}. Nugent, Warner, Dunn, and Tyler [10] working in Salt Lake City
discusses the population from which Cushing's syndrome patients were derived
and he has constructed a frequency distribution curve of individuals with
Cushing's syndrome as a function of the measured variables (symptoms). In
order to enlarge the amount of statistical information he obtained data from
Liddle working in Nashville. Comparison of the two sets of data revealed some
interesting differences such as the effect of altitude on the volume of packed
red blood cells. With further study essential agreement was reached on the P{D}
and P{SID} factors to be used for Cushing's syndrome.

This example is cited to emphasize that broadening the data base can give
insight into the relative contribution of symptoms and to help determine
whether there is substantial agreement among investigators about P{D} and
P{SID}. Only when data is collected or an estimate is made will the inves-
tigator find whether his model for these probabilities is "public" [61]. That
is to say, whether there is substantial agreement among investigators that P {D}
and P{SID} are derived from a model that scientists will agree is an acceptable
description about the situation in which the data were obtained. With the data
collection organized it is possible to expand the data by using a computer pro-
gram which adds each new case as it is diagnosed. Such a computer program
is now used by Williams [11] for the diagnosis of thyroid disease.
The experience with Bayes' theorem in medical diagnosis during the past five

years can be summarized by noting that for certain diseases new insight has
been gained into the relative contribution a symptom or symptom complex will
make to a diagnosis. For instance in the clinical and radiologic diagnosis of
benign gastric ulcer versus malignant gastric ulcer it was shown by Wilson,
Templeton, Turner, and Lodwick [14] that 17 statistically valid signs and
symptoms would make the diagnosis with a high degree of certainty. These 17
variables were selected from a group of 70 signs and symptoms listed in medical
textbooks as significant variables in the diagnosis of gastric ulcer.

Further studies are needed to determine how to handle low frequency symp-
toms and diseases. We need to investigate the effect on P{DIS} of various prior
distributions for P{D} and P{SID} and we need simple Bayesian methods that
can be applied without appeal to high speed computation. The latter need
previously was noted by Mosteller and Wallace [63]. Perhaps the most impor-
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tant need if we are to use Bayesian methods for realistic diagnostic problems
in a large medical clinic or hospital is to develop better methods for obtaining
P{D} and P{SID}. One possible solution is to use likelihood ratios. Cornfield
[60] has shown recently that diagnostic procedures based upon either likelihood
ratios or posterior probabilities are closely related rather than as sharply opposed
as has been suggested in the past. Because of the importance of likelihood ratios
a discussion is given in the following material.

6. Likelihood ratio

A consideration of Bayes' theorem will be used to develop the likelihood
principle and the likelihood ratio. Suppose that two possible observations on a
symptom si and si-not necessarily from the same experiment-can have the
same bearing on your opinion about a diagnosis di. Another way to state this
is that P{sildj} can equal P{slldj} for each si. The question may be asked, when
are si and sl equivalent or of the same importance with respect to your opinion
about the diagnosis dj. Remember the example of Nugent and Liddle pooling
the sign and symptom data of Cushing's syndrome.
The conclusion concerning the question above is given in terms of the likeli-

hood principle which says that si and sl are of the same import if the following
equation is valid.
(6.1) P{slldj} = KP{s'ld3}.
For the purpose of making a diagnosis this equation says that the sequence of

numbers P{slldj} is, according to the likelihood principle, equivalent to any
other sequence obtained from it by multiplication by a positive constant K.
We will see shortly how Collen, Rubin, Neyman, Dantzig, Baer, and Siegelaub
[23] has used this principle as an aid in diagnosis.
Equation (6.1) may be rewritten in the form

(6.2) K = P{slldj}
This equation, known as a likelihood ratio, is an application of the likelihood

principle and it has been used as an aid to diagnosis in a multiphasic screening
program by Collen, Rubin, Neyman, Dantzig, Baer, and Siegelaub [23]. as

follows.
A given population is to be screened for the presence of certain stated diseases.

The only data needed for the likelihood ratio method are the determinations
for each disease (di, d2, * * *, dj) to be screened for the proportion of individuals
with a disease dj with certain sets of symptoms s and the proportion of individuals
not having the disease dj but with the same set of symptoms s.
The statistical procedure used to implement the likelihood ratio method of

screening was suggested by Neyman [64] in 1950 and is based upon selecting
sets of symptoms whose relative frequency in diseased and nondiseased patients
will define a region having a maximum likelihood of detecting the disease, if
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present, and at the same time, a predetermined likelihood of indicating that a
disease is present when actually it is absent. The ratio of the frequency of a
set of selected symptoms S in the diseased patients D to the frequency of this
same set of symptoms S in the nondiseased patients N when written in the form
of the likelihood ratio defined in the preceding equation, and using the notation
of Collen is
(6.3) =P{S=D}

P{SIN}
This method offers a simplification in the theory of testing because it does

not require that the prevalence of a disease in the population be known and it
is possible, therefore, to use this method at the outset of a diagnosis study when
a Iarge amount of data is not yet available. The method may also be used in
the presence of changing incidence of disease, in various geographical areas where
disease prevalence may differ and under circumstances where it is not necessary
to prove symptom independence. From the mathematical point of view the
question of mutually exclusive diseases does not need to be considered when
using the likelihood ratio but from a medical point of view the question cannot
be ignored. Likelihood ratio studies may be used to determine the sensitivity
and specificity of a diagnostic test and to show observer variation, a subject
which was discussed earlier in this paper.

7. Other statistical methods

Overall has made a comparison of alternative statistical models and clinical
diagnosis in the diagnosis of thyroid function. The computer based statistical
models used were a Bayesian conditional probability approach [11], factor
analysis [27], and discriminant function analysis [26]. With the Bayes' model
the investigators were able to classify patients in agreement with clinical di-
agnosis more than 97 per cent of the time and the factor analysis results agreed
with clinical opinion in over 95 per cent of the cases. An additional group of
studies best categorized as matching procedures which are related to multi-
variate analysis are listed in the references.

8. Summary

In this article I have attempted to draw together some examples of research
activity which represent various approaches to a subject I have called logical
analysis in medical diagnosis. Studies on computer aided diagnosis and on the
diagnostic process complement each other and share a common interest in
problems of observer bias. The statistical information gleaned from research oln
computer aided diagnosis can supply data to be used in the diagnostic process
studies and these studies in turn may supply new methods for testing and
utilizing the statistically based diagnostic algorithms.
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I appreciate discussions with Professor B. de Finetti and Professor Lyle D.
Calvin concerning some of the material presented in this article.
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